How ARUP is helping
healthcare organizations
navigate their data.

Explore
your data

The Challenge

The Solution

Features

Healthcare data
is necessary, but
underutilized.

One cohesive tool
for real-time
healthcare data.

Visual data that
embodies your
organization.

Extracting, analyzing, and

The ARUP Dashboards offer

FILTER

interpreting healthcare
data on a day-to-day basis

clients a unified tool that
replaces multiple, discordant

DYNAMIC, CUSTOMIZED
REPORTS

is difficult. When multiple
systems are storing that

systems and allows you to
use the data you have.

Tailor the data to meet your
needs—no templates, no
canned reports.

by viewing the parameters
you need.

data, it’s nearly impossible
to get the full picture.

Easy-to-understand visuals

BENCHMARKING

Visualizing that data once

and reports make that data
useful, allowing clients to

it’s been extracted is
important for insight into
organizational operations
and outcomes.

implement interventions
that create better outcomes
for their organization and,
ultimately, their patients.

Gauge test utilization by
facility or at the provider level
to determine outliers.

Refine searches and reports

TARGET AND MONITOR

Recognize when interventions
are effective by tracking
trends over time.
ARUP Test Name:
CPT Code(s):
ARUP UM Topic:
Volume:
Spend:
Common Opportunity:
Spend

ARUP Dashboards

Quantiferon-TB Gold in Tube
86480
FDA-Approved Tests
6,404
$319,452
No

Test Code
3000399

6,404

$319,452

2005096

5,125

$98,260

0080111

5,450

0080389

4,255

0080521

4,232

$15,734
$15,629
$10,232

Volume

“The laboratory drives the results of
everything else in healthcare."
—Andrew Fletcher, MD, CPE
Medical Director, Consultative Services

Choose your
level of tracking
Comprehensive Dashboard
Helps you track in-house and sendout testing
•

Everything from the UM Dashboard plus
»» Inpatient and outpatient
»» DRG breakdown
»» Key performance indicators (KPI)

Q&A

About Us

Does your organization need the
ARUP Dashboards?

ARUP Laboratories is a nonprofit national clinical
and anatomic pathology reference laboratory and
an enterprise of the University of Utah and its
Department of Pathology.

• Are you utilizing your existing data?
• How many systems are you currently
using to track data?
• How do you request reports?
• What resources do you have allocated
for data mining?

UM Dashboard

80

66
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Business Analytics Dashboard
Provides key operational metrics and yearover-year trends at no additional cost
•
•
•
•

TAT
Excepts
Variances
Year/year trends

Allows you to view real-time test utilization
data for your reference testing
•
•
•
•

Provider ordering
Organizational spend
Trends over time
Benchmarks (facility and physician)

We steadfastly continue to improve processes
to ensure consistent, confident solutions. Our
endeavor to intelligently innovate allows us to push
the boundaries of industry standards and offer what
other labs cannot—optimized outcomes for the
patient.
Our passionate and dedicated workforce believes in
collaborating, sharing knowledge, and contributing
to laboratory science in ways that provide the best
value for the patient—it’s why we exist; why we care;
why we are an academic, nonprofit institution.

NOTES

Continue the conversation—
contact your account executive or email
consultativeservices@aruplab.com
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